Sir

We are called to evaluate a 51-year-old patient with urticaria who is hospitalized in the Hematology ward for treatment of Non-Hodgkin lymphoma. On examination, she presents with lesions of urticaria. There is also presence of a disseminated dermatosis to the left anterior thorax (Fig. 1) and upper extremities mainly right arm. Such dermatosis is characterized by multiple brown, hard and 0.6cm nodular lesions (Figs. 2 and 3). The rest of the exam shows cytostatic-use secondary alopecia, melasma, nevi, and melanonychia in hands secondary to chemotherapy.

Other than the Non-Hodgkin lymphoma for which she is being treated now she has no other relevant medical history. Her family medical history is also negative. She first noticed these lesions 20 years ago. They began as “little balls” in the right arm. At that moment, they weren’t associated with any symptom such as pain or other. With time, they began growing and appearing in other parts of her body such as her chest. Nonetheless, she had never given them attention or became concerned about them.

With this information, the diagnosis of multiple piloleiomyoma is made. A skin biopsy of one of the nodules is taken to confirm the diagnosis. Biopsy results show an ill-defined, well delimited, without a capsule neoplasm comprised of spindle cells located in the dermis. At a greater magnification, it is seen that the cells are disposed in multiple directions and originate from the arrector pili muscle (Figs. 4 and 5). At a 40x it can also been seen that the cells that comprise the lesion have an cosinophilic cytoplasm and elongated nuclei (Fig. 6).

Leiomyomas are benign smooth muscle neoplasms [1]. They can appear in different areas of the body where this type of cells can be found. Their presence has been described in the genitourinary tract, gastrointestinal tract and skin [2]. 95% of leiomyomas are found in the uterus [3]. On the other hand, 75% of extra-uterine leiomyomas are found on the skin. Skin leiomyomas represent 3-5% of all leiomyomas [4].

According to their origin, they can be classified in one of the 3 types of cutaneous leiomyomas [5]: piloleiomyomas, angioleiomyomas, and genital or nipple leiomyomas. Piloleiomyomas arise from the arrector pili muscle. On the other hand, angioleiomyomas originate from the dermal blood vessels and genital leiomyoma from the dartos, vulvar or areola. The most common type is the piloleiomyoma followed by the angioleiomyoma [6,7]. Because of their unique site of origin, each of them has different histologic characteristics [8].

Piloleiomyomas were first described in 1854 by Rudolf Virchow [9]. They are also known by the name of pilar leiomyoma. As mentioned above, they are benign smooth muscle neoplasms that originate from the arrector pili muscle.

They can appear at any age and in both men and women. They can also be solitary or multiple lesions [4]. Multiple lesions are more common and tend to appear at a younger age. Mean age at presentation is between the second and third decade of life [5]. A family history can be identified in some of the cases since their appearance can be spontaneous or familial with an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance [6]. Clinically, they present as papules or nodules with a 1-2cm diameter, violaceous or brown color, firm
consistency and smooth surface [7]. When there are multiple lesions they can appear following a linear or dermatomal distribution [4]. They can be found in different parts of the body [9]. The most frequently affected areas are extremities and trunk [5]. In the first place, they tend to appear in the extensor and proximal...
areas. Less than 1% of piloleiomyomas are found in the face or neck [4].

With time, there can appear new lesions and they also tend to grow [2]. They are painful in most cases [9]. Such sensation varies in intensity and duration. It can appear spontaneously or following trauma, pressure, cold temperatures or emotional stress [6,10]. The exact mechanism by which pain is caused is unknown. It has been suggested that it is the result of pressure on nerve fibers or the contraction of the muscle fibers that comprise it [2].

Differential diagnoses include: leiomyosarcoma, dermatofibroma, neurofibroma, smooth muscle hamartoma, schwannoma, angioleiomyoma, and others [6].

Definite diagnosis is made by biopsy [10]. Findings in such procedure include the presence of an ill-defined neoplasm located in the reticular dermis separated from the epidermis by an unaffected area [5]. The lesion is comprised by bundles of muscle fibers intermixed with collagen fibers [6]. The muscle fiber nuclei present important characteristics: small, central position, spindle-shaped and with blunt edges [3]. There is no presence of cellular atypia, mitosis or necrosis [10]. Smooth muscle presence can be confirmed with certain stains such as SMA, Masson trichrome and desmin.

Treatment options are variable and several aspects must be considered before deciding the best approach. Examples of such aspects include: the number and location of lesions, presence or absence of pain or other symptoms and the patient expectations. In the case of solitary or few lesions associated with mild or no pain, chirurgic excision of the lesions is an adequate approach. Nonetheless, it is important to consider that lesions can reappear [6]. When there are multiple lesions, chirurgic excision is also an option but only for the most painful. Management of pain can include use of nitroglycerin, phenoxybenzamine and nifedipine [10]. Other treatment approaches but with limited efficaciousness include CO2 laser, cryotherapy, electrocoagulation, and others [2].

Piloleiomyomas can be associated with other medical conditions, which makes the need for a complete general evaluation important. They have been associated with uterine leiomyomas and renal cell carcinoma. When they are associated with the first, it is known as Reed syndrome [11]. The association with renal cell carcinoma is important since it tends to be aggressive in its presentation.
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